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Vishwakarma handicrafts are a well-known and reputed name as

handicraft manufacturer in Ahmadabad, Gujarat. The company was

established in 1990 with same area of business and still serving the

society and industry the best.
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About Us

Vishwakarma Handicrafts are a well-known and reputed name as handicraft manufacturer in

Ahmedabad, Gujarat. The company was established in 1990 with same area of business and still

serving the society and industry the best. The company is self-sustained organization and has no

external dependency. Handicrafts are part India?s rich cultural heritage. In handicrafts work of arts

and beauty are the main things. At Vishwakarma handicrafts, we designed and shaped by hand with

creative imagination of craft-persons from time immortal. We have 150 skilled artists and designers

who are experienced enough to deliver and to satisfy the clients with the pleasing designs every time.

Vishwakarma handicrafts have enough infrastructure and manpower to fulfill high production

capacity. Our environment friendly designs have forced so many clients from various parts of the

world. From Asia, Europe, America and the Pacific we have regular clients and we are feeling proud

in serving them with international standards of quality. We never compromise with the quality of raw

material used so company believes in maintaining the integrity of the product by not only making

goods esthetically pleasing but creating things that are long lasting. We use only Sevan and Teak

wood during manufacturing. Vishwakarma Handicrafts suggest, if you want to describe a sense of

emotion, feelings and to create life time memories Handicrafts items will be the best gift option.

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 1990

Nature of Business : Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees : 11 to 25 People



CONTACT US

Vishwakarma Handicrafts
Contact Person: Shivang Patel

No. 118, 1st floor, Sahjanand Palace, Anandnagar Road, Opp. rahul b tower, anand nagar
road Shreeji contraction, 22/1, old kantibhai's vandho, opp. A1 acid godon, bh. ranopur
villlage
Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat, India
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